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PREFACE

This report is one of a series of reports prepared for the Alaska Power
Authority (APA) by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) to
provide information to be used in evaluating the feasibility of the
proposed Susitna Hydroelectric Project. The ADF&G Susitna Hydro Aquatic
Studies program was initiated in November 1980. The five year study
program was divided into three study sections: Adult Anadromous Fish
Studies (AA), Resident and Juvenile Anadromous Studies (RJ), and Aquatic
Habitat and Instream Flow Studies (AH). Reports prepared by the ADF&G
prior to 1983 on this subject are available from the APA.

The information in this report summarizes the findings of the 1983 open
water field season investigations. Beginning with the 1983 reports, all
reports were sequentially numbered as part of the Alaska Department of
Fish and Game Susitna Hydro Aquatic Studies Report Series.

TITLES IN THE 1983 SERIES

Report
Number Title

Publication
Date

1

2

3

4

Adult Anadromous Fish Investigations: April 1984
May - October 1983

Resident and Juvenile Anadromous Fish July 1984
Investigations: May - October 1983

Aquatic Habitat and Instream Flow 1984
Investigations: May - October 1983

Access and Transmission Corridor Aquatic 1984
Investigations: May - October 1983

I

This report, "Aquatic Habitat and Instream Flow Investigations" is
divided into two parts. Part I, the "Hydrologic and Water Qua'iity
Investigations", is a compilation of the physical and chemical data
collected by th ADF&G Su Hydro Aquatic Studies team during 1983. These
data are arranged by individual variables and geographic location for
ease of access to user agencies. The combined data set represents the
available physical habitat of the study area within the Cook Inlet to
Oshetna River reach of the Susitna River. Part II, the "Adult Anadro
mous Fish Habitat Investigations", describes the subset of available
habitat compiled in Part 1 that, is utilized by adult anadromous fish
studied in the middle and lower Susitna River (Cook Inlet to Devil
Canyon) study area. The studies primarily emphasize the util ization of
side slough and side channel habitats of the middle reach of the Susitna
River for spawning (Figure A). It represents the first stage of
development for an instream flow relationships, analysis report which
will be prepared by E.W. Trihey and Associates.
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EVALUATIONS OF CHUM SALMON-SPAWNING HABITAT IN SELECTED TRIBUTARY-MOUTH

HABITATS OF THE MIDDLE SUSITNA RIVER

1984 Report No.3, Chapter 8

By: Gene Sandone, Doug Vincent,;.Lang, and Andrew Hoffmann

Alaska Department of Fish &Game
Susitna Hydro Aquatic Studies

2207 Spenard Road
Anchorage, Alaska 99503

ABSTRACT

Two tributary mouths (Lane Creek and Fourth of July Creek) located in
the middle reach of the Susitna River were evaluated to determine the
influence that mainstem discharge has on the quantity and quality of
chum salmon spawning habitat. During the 1983 field season, chum salmon
were observed spawning in the clearwater plume of Fourth of July Creek~

but not withi n the Lane Creek mouth area. At each study site, the
location and surface area of available and usable chum salmon spawning
habitat was determined. Available habitat surface area was positively
correlated to changes in mainstem discharge at both tributary mouth
study sites, whereas usable chum salmon spawning habitat increased with
increasing mainstem discharge only at the Fourth of July Creek mouth
area. The surface area of usable chum salmon spawning habitat within
the Lane Creek mouth decreased as mainstem discharge increased. This
difference in usable surface area responses is likely related to the
di fferent type of confl uence area of each site. Lane Creek flows
directly into the mainstem while Fourth of July Creek empties into a
side channel. Spawning activity could not be observed beyond the
clearwater plume at the Fourth of July mouth area due to high mainstem
turbidities. Because of this, the importance of the clearwater plume in
determining the area of usable chum salmon spawning habitat at tributary
mouth habitats could not be ascertained. If it is subsequently
aetermined that chum salmon spawning does take place in the clearwater
pl ume area of tri butary mouths ~ the frequency di stri buti on of spawni ng
depths and velocities reported herein is likely biased towards shallower
and slower waters.

i
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

,....,

",..

This chapter presents an evaluation of chum salmon spawning habitat

within the confluence area of two tributaries (Lane and Fourth of July

Creeks), henceforward referred to as tributary mouth habitat, located in

the middle reach of the Susitna River. Tributary mouth areas of the

Talkeetna of Devil Canyon reach of the Susitna River provide spawning

habitat for chum salmon (Barrett et al. 1981) and rearing habitat for

various resident and anadromous fish species (Schmidt et al. 1984).

Previ ous ana lyses of these areas, however, are 1acki n9 because of a

higher priority placed on research of other habitat types and sampling

difficulties associated with these habitats. As a result, very little

quantitative information has been compiled for tributary mouth areas.

The objectives of this investigation were to:

1. Develop specific spawning habitat criteria for chum salmon

tributary mouth spawners;

2. Locate and quantify the amount of wetted surface area

(available habitat) within the tributary mouth study areas for

selected mainstem discharges;

3. Monitor and record hydraulic and other physical conditions

I"":" which appear to influence the selection of spawning sites

(redds) by chum salmon within tributary mouth areas; and,

8-1



A similar evaluation of salmon spawning habitat in side slough and side

channel habitats is presented in Chapter 7. The purpose of the slough

and side channel investigations has been to predict the availability of

chum and sockeye salmon spawning habitat in these habitats as a function

of flow variations. The slough and side channel studies have relied on

the use of computer simulation through mathematical models to achieve

their purpose. The computer models used in these investigations,

however, could not be applied in this study because tributary mouth

habitats do not have a fixed boundary and thus are not amenable to

modelling using the incremental flow methodology. Consequently, the

evaluation of tr'ibutary mouth habitat used in this study was designed to

describe, evaluate, and quantify the presence of physical conditions as

a function of observed mainstem discharges and tributary flows. Study

resu 1ts in thi s chapter address three categori es of habitat found in

tributary mouth areas: available habitat (wetted surface area), usable

and unusable salmon spawning habitat, and salmon spawning utilized

habitat.

4. Locate and quantify that portion of the wetted surface area

(available habitat) which represents potential chum salmon

spawning habitat (usable habitat) within the tributary mouth

study areas for selected mainstem discharges.

-,

-,

The results of this investigation should not be used unilaterally as a

predictive tool. Instead, they should only be used to describe the

baseline physical conditions present within the selected tributary mouth

areas for the observed combinations of mainstem discharges and tributary

flows.

8-2



2.0 METHODS

2.1 Site Selection

Tributary mouth habitat investigations were conducted at Lane Creek (RM

113.6) and Fourth of July Creek (RM 131.1). These tributary mouths

(Figure 8.;1) were selected on the basis of their historical importance

as chum salmon spawning areas and their representativeness of other

tributary mouth habitats found in the Talkeetna to Devil Canyon reach of

the Susitna River. Approximately 30 tributaries enter the middle reach

of the Susitna River. Table 8-1 summarizes relative spawner utilization

at 14 of the major tri butary mouth areas surveyed in the mi ddl e reach

during the 1981-1983 period. Also indicated in Table 8-1 is the type of

confluence zone noted for the larger tributaries. Lane Creek empties

into the mai n channel of the Susitna River; whereas, Fourth of July

Creek enters a side channel. The type of confluence zone has important

consequences, as will be discussed later, in regard to the available and

usable salmon spawning habitat present within tributary months.

For the purposes of this investigation, the tributary mouth area extends

from the uppermost point in the tributary influenced by mainstem

discharge effects, laterally to the juncture of the tributary plume and

the mainstem river. Every combination of Susitna River discharge and

tributary flow potentially affects the boundary where the free-flowing

tributary habitat ends and the tributary mouth habitat area begins. For

8-3
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this reason, designation of this boundary line is important for

delineating and differentiating between spawner utilization within

tributary, tributary mouth, and mainstem habitats.

The tributary mouth study area boundaries (upstream and downstream) were

initially established to include the area at and below the actual

tributary/mainstem confluence (Figures 8-2 and 8-3). The mainstem

portion of the study area was later expanded (based on consultation with

a hydraulic engineer) to better describe the overall hydraulics within

the original study area. This included adding two transects at both

study areas in the mainstern above the confluence and adding a downstream

transect at the Lane Creek study area.

Transects were established to represent reaches having uniform hydraulic

conditi ons and rel ated characteri sti cs. Transects withi n the rnai nstem

and tributary portions of the study areas were located perpendicular to

the discharge or flow, respectively.

Addi ti ana1 transects were added at both study areas after the fi rst

sampling period had been completed at each study area. Therefore,

the size of the study areas at both study sites increased after the

fi rst sampl i ng peri od. For thi s reason, compari sons of habitat area

measurements are only valid for the area within the boundaries of the

originally sampled transects for all mainstem discharges sampled.

8-6
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The clearwater tributary mouth plume was within the conf-ines of the

original boundaries at each study site during the first sampling period

at the 23,000 cfs and 24,000 cfs discharge levels. The clearwater

plume, however, was not contained within the original or expanded

boundaries of either study areas at mainstem sampling discharge levels

of 16,000, 12,000 and 8,000 cfs. The boundaries of the tributary mouth

study areas, however, did contain the major portion of the clearwater

plume at each study area during these discharges. Spawning activity was

observed beyond the boundary of the Fourth of July Creek tributary mouth

study area at mainstem. discharges ranging from 21,000 to 26,500 cfs;

however, this activity was minimal and therefore should not

significantly affect the results of this investigation.

In summary, both study areas may be considered representative of the

entire tributary/mainstem confluence area at each study site.

Additionally, it appears that these study sites are generally

representative of the major tributary mouth habitats in the middle reach

of the Susitna River.

2.2 Available Habitat

Available habitat is defined in this chapter as the wetted surface area

within the study area boundaries at each combination of mainstem

discharge and tributary flow sampled. In order to determine the amount,

location, and type of available habitat present within the study area

for each discharge/flow combination sampled, the wetted surface area of

hydraulic and substrate conditions evaluated were delineated on maps.

8-9



Base maps were developed from survey data which included transects.

Surveys were referenced to project datum. Streambed elevations along

established transects were obtained during low Susitna River discharge

conditions (below 8,000 cfs). One foot contours were added to the maps

as determined from survey data.

The clearwater plume of the tributary was defined for each sampled

Susitna River discharge by measuring the distance from the headpin of

each transect to the water's edge and then to the interface of the clear

and turbid waters. The downstream extent of the clearwater plume within

the study area was also noted. Study area transects and shoreline and

clearwater plumes were defined on study area base maps at each

combination of mainstem discharge and tributary flow measured.

Hydraulic data (water depths and mean column velocities) were collected

at verticals along transects when Susitna River discharges at Gold Creek

(USGS gaging station 15292000) were in the ranges of 8,000, 12,000,

16,000, and 20,000 cfs from a boat or by wad-ing. These data \'Jere

plotted along study area transects on parameter specific maps. Water

velocity and depth isopleths (increments of 1.0 ft/sec and 1.0 ft,

respectively) were drawn between identical readings on study transects

on each parameter specific map. If the actual isoplethic value was not

observed, the value was interpolated. Quantification of areas

characterized by an incremental velocity or depth was achieved by

digitizing the water surface area associated with each specific

increment.

8-10
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Large substrate size and relatively high water velocities precluded the

visual detection of upwelling groundwater below the water surface at

both study areas at all sampled mainstem discharges and tributary flows.

However, a limited number of temperature differences between surface and

intragravel waters observed at active chum redds indicate possible

upwelling groundwater venting within the Fourth of July Creek tributary

mouth study area. Because of the limited amount and tentative nature of

these data, areas of potential upwelling were only depicted on spawning

area maps.

Substrate composition was determined along transects by visual

observation during the low, clear, autumn flows of the Susitna River

(18,000 cfs). Turbidity levels associated with higher open water

mainstem discharges prohibited evaluaticn earlier in the season.

Substrate composition was assumed to be static throughout the sampling

period. Accordingly, a single substrate composition map delineating

substrate data observed along study area transects was constructed for

each study area.

2.3 Usable Salmon Spawning Habitat

Usable salmon spawning habitat is defined in this chapter as the portion

of available habitat area where an acceptable range of water velocities,

depths, and substrate conditions exist for supporting chum salmon

spawning. Earlier investigations by the ADF&G have not focused on chum

salmon spawning requirements at tributary mouth habitat areas. Because"
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of this, overall usable ranges of water velocities, water depths, and

substrate conditions for chum salmon spawning were derived from data

collected in this study as modified using literature information

(Hale 1981) and the suitability criteria presented in Chapter 7. The

resulting ranges of hydraulically related habitat parameters considered

to be acceptable for chum salmon spawning in tributary mouths for this

study were determined to be:

Parameter

Water velocity
Water depth
Substrate

Range

0.0-4.5 ft/sec.
0.2-4.0 ft
Small gravel - boulders

The ranges of usable depths, velocities, and substrates used in this
,

chapter are generally similar to the ranges of suitable depths,

velocities, and substrates used in the evaluation of chum salmon

spawning in sloughs and side channels of the middle reach of the Susitna

River (see Chapter 7) with certain exceptions. The range of usable

depths in thi s study was only extended to a maximum depth of 4.0 ft;

whereas, in the slough and side channel study it was extended out to a

maximum depth of 8.0 ft. The reason for this discrepancy is that the

range of usable depths in this study was determined prior to the final

determination of the range of suitable depths in the slough and side

channel study. The range of usable depths in this study should likely

be extended, as was done in the slough and side channel study, to the

maximum expected depth in the tributary mouth habitats, as depth alone

would not likely limit spawning in this range (see Chapter 7). Time

8-12
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constraints did not allow the recalculation of usable habitat using the

extended depth range. The difference, however, is expected to be small

as larger depths would likely be associated with higher, less usable,

velocities.

Usable substrates in this study ranged from small gravels to boulder

while in the slough and side channel study suitable substrates ranged

from small gravels to cobbles. The range of usable substrates was

extended to include boulders in this study as, based on discussions with

field personnel, there was a strong likelihood of sampling bias towards

larger substrate classes. For this reason, it was determined that areas

characterized as having boulder substrates actually had smaller more

usable substrates and would thus be usable spawning substrates.

Usable habitat areas were determined by first outlining on each

parameter-specific map the areas where the observed values were within

the acceptable range. The three maps (water velocity, water depth, and

substrate composition) constructed for a particular combination of

mainstem discharge and tributary flow were than overlaid. The resulting

surface area where the observed values of all three variables were

within acceptable ranges was defined as usable chum salmon spawning

habitat. These areas were quantifi ed by di giti Z"j ng. The 1ocati on of

usable habitat within each study area was also delineated on a final

habitat map for each mainstem/tributary discharge.

The two dimensional mapping technique described above has been applied

elsewhere as a means of quantifying spawning habitat at fixed discharges
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(Collings 1972, 1974). Referred to as the Washington Method, the

technique is usually applied to several discharges in order to develop a

response curve of spawnable area as a function of discharge. The study

design implemented in this investigation is conceptually similar to the

Washington Method.

2.4 Habitat Utilized by Spawning Chum Salmon

Utilized habitat is defined in this chapter as that portion of usable

habitat actually used for spawning by chum salmon. Spawning chum salmon

were observed only within the tributary mouth of Fourth of July Creek in

late August at mainstern discharges ranging from 21,000 to 26,000 cfs.

Utilization data were gathered at observed spawning sites (redds) within

this tributary mouth according to methods outlined in Chapter 7. It

could not be determined if salmon were actually spawning beyond the

plume of Fourth of July Creek because the turbid water of the mainstem

prevented vi sua1 observati ons. Util i zati on data collected withi n the

tributary clearwater plume were used in defining usable habitat as

described in Section 2.3.

Preference curves, as defined in Chapter 7, could not be developed since

the available habitat within the tributary clearwater plume was not

determined at the time of collection of the utilization data. That is,

the combinations of mainstem discharges and tributary flows at which

available habitat data were collected differed from flows which existed

when utilization data collected.

8-14
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3.0 RESULTS

General summaries of the tributary mouth habitat analyses conducted at

the tributary mouths of Lane Creek and Fourth of July Creek are

presented in Tables 8-2 and 8-3 and Figure 8-4, and Tables 8-4 and 8-5

and Figure 8-5, respectively. Comparisons of results presented for

mainstem discharges of 23,000 and 24,000 cfs with other sampled

discharges should not be attempted due to unavailable transect data when

these discharges were sampled. Results from these abbreviated sampled

areas are presented in tables and figures but are not discussed in the

text. Morphometric and substrate maps of the Lane Creek and Fourth of

July Creek tributary mouth study areas are presented in Figures 8-6 and

8-7 and Figures 8-8 and 8-9, respectively.

3.1 Available Habitat

The wetted surface area of available habitat at both tributary mouth

study areas was positively correlated to the mainstem discharge at Gold

Creek (Figures 8-10 and 8-11). There were no correlations, however,

between area of available habitat and tributary flow (Figures 8-12 and

8-13). It should be noted that these relationships are only valid for

the observed combinations of tributary flow and mainstem discharge.

Fluctuations in percent area of available habitat were much more

dramatic at the Fourth of July Creek tributary mouth study area than at

the Lane Creek tributary mouth study area (Figure 8-14). Area of

available habitat at the Lane Creek tributary mouth study area ranged
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Table 8-2. Lane Creek tributary mouth study area habitat analysis,
1983.

Discharge (cfs) Surface Area (ft2)

Usable
Habitat of Total

Susitna Lane Sampled Available Usabl e Clearwater Clearwater Unusable
Date River Creek Area Habitat Habitat Plume Plume Habitat

831007 9,240 39 160,500 96,500 79,100 25,400 22,450 17,400

830912 11,600 21 160,500 101,600 45,900 13,100 12,600 55,700

830908 13,700 28 160,500 107,000 35,900 13,000 11,300 71,140

830625 23,000 20 41,200a 35,200 9,850 Ob Ob 25,350

a
Samp1e area reduced because of unavailable transect data.

b Clearwater p1ume surface area occurs outside of the samp1ed area. Tota1 surface area
of the clearwater p1ume is 850 square feet. Usable habitat area of the clearwater
plume outside of the sample area is 840 square feet.
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e sampled area reduced because of unavailable transect data
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Susitna River Q =9,240 eta
Lane Creek Q = 3gefs

October 7, 1983

Susitna River Q= 13,700 efs
Lone Creek Q = 28 cfs

September 8,1983

o Unavailable Habitat
(Unwetted Area)

E] Available Habitat
(Wetted Area)

Susitna River Q =11,600 efs
Lone Creek Q= 21cfs

September 12, 1983

Susitna River Q=23,OOO efs
Lane Creek Q = 20 cfs

June 25, 1983

~ Usable Habitat

!lID Clearwater Plume

-,

-

Figure 8-4. Proportional area pie charts of the sampled area, clearwater
plume, and available and usable salmon spawning habitats of the
Lane Creek tributary mouth study area (RM 113.6) at the four
sampled mainstem discharges (USGS gaging station, 15292000), 1983.
(Note: sampled area at the sampled mainstem discharge of 23,000
cfs was reduced by 74% because of unavailable transect data).
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Table 8-4. Fourth of July Creek tributary mouth habitat analysis, 1983.
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Table 8-5. Analysis of the total unusable available habitat in the
Fourth of July Creek tributary mouth study area.

~-

Unusab1e Habitat [surface area (ft2)]

Total
Unusable Depth Velocity Substrate Combination

Date Habitat (+ or -) ( +) [description]
~~.

830810 14,000 8,040 (_)a 0 6,180 220 [depth (-) or substrate]

831209 13,040 5,960 (-) 0 7,080 0

830709 10,800 3,720 ( -) ° 7,080 0

832406 12,230b 4,510 (-) 6,160 1,500 0

a ( -) indicates habitat unusable due to shallow water depth 0.2 ft.)
~

b sampled area reduced because of unavailab1e transect data

~,
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Susitna River Q= 8,040 efs
Fourth of July Cr. Q=55cfs

October 8, 1983

Susitna River Q=14,800 cfs
Fourth of July Cr. Q=63 cfs

September 7, 1983

o Unavailable Habitat
(Unwetted Area)

b[J Available Habitat
(Wetted Area)

Susitna River Q =11,600 efs
F..9urth of July Cr. Q =:3 3 e15

September 12, 1983

Susitna River Q=24,OOO cfs
Fourth of July Cr. Q =lIefs

June 24, 1983

~ Usable Habitat

[ill Clearwater Plume

-

Figure 8-5. Proportional area pie charts of the sampled area, clearwater plume,
and available and usable salmon spawning habitats of the Fourth of
July tributary r,louth study area (RM 131.2) at the four sampled
mainstem discharges (USGS gaging station, 15292000), 1983. (Note:
sa~pled area at the sampled mainstem discharge or 24,000 cfs was
reduced by 28% because of unavailable transect data).
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from a low of 60% of the study area at a mainstem discharge of 9,240 cfs

to 67% at 13,700 cfs. The area of available habitat within the Fourth

of July Creek tributary mouth study area, however, ranged from 40% to

66% of the study area for the same mainstem discharges.

Frequency distributions of the available habitat areas associated with

incremental velocities and depths of the Lane Creek tributary mouth

study area were generally skewed toward deeper and faster waters (Tables

8-6 and 8-7, Figure 8-15); whereas, at the Fourth of July Creek

tributary mouth, velocities and depths were skewed toward shallower and

slower waters (Tables 8-8 and 8-9, Figure 8-16).

3.2 Usable Habitat

Mainstem discharge at the time of sampling was positively correlated

with area of usable chum salmon spawning habitat at the Fourth of July

Creek tributary mouth study area (Figure 8-11), but negatively

correlated with Lane Creek tributary mouth usable chum salmon spawning

habitat (Figure 8-10). There were no correlations between water surface

areas of usabl e chum salmon spawni ng habitat and respective tri butary

flows (Figures 8-12 and 8-13). Locations of areas associated with

usable chum salmon spawning habitat at the Lane Creek and Fourth of July

Creek tributary mouth study areas at each combination of mainstem

discharge and tributary flow sampled are delineated in Figures 8-17

through 8-24.

Usable chum salmon spawning habitat at the Lane Creek tributary mouth

study area was limited mainly by unacceptably high water velocities and
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Table 8-6. Lane Creek tributary mouth water surface area (ft2) associated with increments of observed
velocities at four Susitna River discharges (USGS gaging station 15292000), 1983. The
percentage of the total available habitat represented by each increment is indicated in
parenthesis.

Discharge (cfs) Water Velocity Increments (ft/sec)

Total
Susitna Lane Avail abl e

Date River Creek 0.0-1.0 1,1-2.0 2.1-3.0 3.1-4.0 4.1-5.0 5.1-6.0 6.1-7.0 7.1-8.0 8.1-9.0 9.1-10.0 ( 10.0) Habitat
--

831007 9240 39 17100 16200 14990 7060 37880 3250 96500

(18 ) (17 ) (16) (7) (39) (3) (l00)
CO
I 830912 11600 21 10950 15490 16720 8330 26760 23340 101600w

N
(8 ) (26) (23) (100)(11 ) (15 ) (16)

830908 13700 28 11180 9720 12520 9310 11950 26580 25300 470 107000

(10) (9) (1 2) (9) (11) (25) (24) (1) (100 )

830625 23000 20 10840 2060 300 290 300 290 2280 2100 2260 1400 13110 352001

(31 ) (6) (1 ) (1) (1 ) (1) (6) (6) (6) (4) (37) (100)

1 - Total water surface area sampled reduced due to unavailable data (see text for explanation).
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Table 8-7. Lane Creek tributary mouth water surface area (ft2) associated with increments of observed
water depths at four Susitna River discharges (USGS Gold Creek gaging station), 1983. The
percentage of the total available habitat represented by each increment is indicated in
parenthesis.

Discharge (cfs) Water Depth Increments (ft)

Total
Susitna Lane Avail abl e

Date River Creek 0.0-1.0 1.1-2.0 2.1-3.0 3.1-4.0 4.1-5.0 5.1-6.0 6.1-7.0 Habitat
CO
I

w
831007 9240 39 14050 19100 23650 38440 1250 96500w

(15 ) (20) (25) (40) (1) (100)

830912 11600 21 10940 20290 11550 11850 29650 17300 101600
(11 ) (20) (11 ) (12) (29) (17) (100 )

830908 13700 28 11420 16200 9580 ·9360 23470 31820 5180 107000
(11 ) (15 ) (9) (9) (22) (30) (5) (100)

830625 23000 20 3790 6340 2190 2140 2808 5232 12733 352001
(11 ) (18 ) (6) (6) (8 ) (15 ) (36) (100)

1 - Total water surface area sampled reduced due to unavailable data (see text for explanation).
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Table 8-8. Fourth of July tributary mouth water surface area associated with increments of observed water
velocities at four Susitna River discharges (Gold Creek USGS gaging station), 1983. The
percentage of the total available habitat represented by each increment is indicated in
parenthesis.

Discharge (cfs) Water Velocity Increments (ft.sec)

co
I

W
c..n

Date

830810

830912

830907

Susitna

River

8040

11600

14800

Fourth of

July Creek

55

33

63

0.0-1.0

61080

(76)

61600

(52)

58230

(43)

1.1-2.0

16510

(20 )

35580

(30)

41820

(32 )

2.1-3.0

2820
(3)

21910
(18 )

26560

(20)

3.1-4.0

280
(1)

3760
(3)

4.1-5.0

20
(1)

1030
(1 )

Total

Available

5.1-6.0 Habitat

80700

(100 )

119100

(100)

131400

(100)

830624 24000 11 39220

(33 )

32120

(27)

22340

(19 )

16250

(14 )
5020
(4)

2250

(2)
17200

(100)



Table 8..,9. Fourth of July tributary mouth water surface
depths at four Susitna River discharges
percentage of the total available habitat
parenthesis.

Discharge (cfs)

area associated with increments of observed water
(Gold Creek USGS gaging station), 1983. The
represented by each increment is indicated in

Water Depth Increments (ft)

OJ
I

W
O'l

Date

830810

830912

830907

830624

Susitna
River

8040

11600

14800

24000

Fourth of
July Creek

55

33

63

11

0.0-1.0

49780

(62)

55540

(47)

38790

(30)

30050

(26)

1.1-2.0

30496

(38)

51570

(43 )

68490
(52 )

20950
(18 )

2.1-3.0

440
(1)

12000
(10)

23950

(18 )

34990
(30)

3.1-4.0

160
( 1)

30640
(26)

4.1-5.0

520
( 1)

Total
Availabl e

Habitat

80700

(100)

119100
(100)

131400

(100)

17200
(100)
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deep water depths. As Susitna River discharge increased, the surface

area of usable chum salmon spawning habitat within the study area

decreased (Tables 8-2 and 8-3, Figure 8-25). Usable chum salmon

spawning habitat area at the Fourth of July Creek mouth study area was

limited by high water velocities (but not by deep water depths) only at

the 24,000 cfs Illainstem discharges. Shallow water near the shore was

the main restriction on this type of habitat. Since the upper limit of

acceptable ranges of water velocities and water depths was not a major

factor restricting usable chum salmon spawning habitat at the Fourth of

July Creek tributary mouth study area, usable area of chum salmon

spawning habitat tended to increase as available habitat increased.

(Tables 8-4 and 8-5, Figure 25).

Overall, substrate composition had minimal influence on the usability of

the available habitat by spawning chum salmon at both study sites

because substrate composition was generally within the acceptable range.

The surface area of a tributary clearwater plume is obviously dependent

upon tributary flow but is also affected by Susitna River discharge.

Increasing Susitna River discharge had a dampening effect on the surface

area of the tributary clearwater plume at the Lane Creek tributary mouth

study area (Figure 8-4). At Lane Creek flows from 21 to 28 cfs there

was a slight decrease in clearwater plume surface area (Figure 8-12).

This decrease in clearwater plume surface area can be attributed to the

dampening effect of a corresponding 2,100 cfs increase in mainstem

discharge. With the exception of the above incident, all other
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increases in Lane Creek flows sampled were accompanied by a decrease in

Susitna River discharge.

In both study areas, the area of the usable chum salmon spawning habitat

portion of the tributary clearwater plume increased as the size of the

plume increased (Figure 8-4, 8-5, 8-10 and 8-11). The area of usable

chum salmon spawning habitat of the clearwater plume responded to

fluctuations in mainstem discharge in the same manner as the tributary

clearwater plume did.

2.4 Utilized Habitat

Spawning utilization data were collected at 28 active chum salmon redds
. *(Table 8-10) and 5 active pink salmon redds (Table 8-11) within the

Fourth of July Creek tributary mouth study area. No spawning salmon were

observed withi n the study site of the tri buta ry mouth of Lane Creek.

All data were collected when the daily mean Susitna River discharge at

Gold Creek were between 21,000 and 26,000 cfs. A map of the Fourth of

July Creek study area depicting chum salmon spawning areas, possible

upwelling areas, and shorel"ine at mainstem discharges of 24,000 and

8,040 cfs is presented in Figure 8-26. A large portion of the depicted

spawning areas was dewatered before the final transect habitat data were

collected on October 8, 1983.

* These data are incidental and not discussed in this report.
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Table 8-10. Salmon spawning habitat utilization data collected at the mouth of Fourth of July
Creek August 17-28, 1983.

Mainstema Temperature (OC)
Observ. Depth Velocity

SUbstrateb Intra-
Date Q (cfs) # (ft) (ft/ sec) gravel Surface

8-17 22,700 01 1.00 0.60 LG/RU 10.6 11,6
02 1, 70 0.75 CO/RU 11,5 11,6
03 1.60 0.70 LG/RU 11.2 11,6
04 2.20 0.60 LG/RU 10.2 11,6
05 2.00 0.60 LG/RU 10.8 11. 7
06 2.30 0.60 LG/RU 10.7 11.6
07 2.00 0.10 CO/RU 11.0 11.8
08 1.00 0.25 SG/LG 11.3 11.9

co 09 1,00 0.25 RU/LG 11.3 11.9
I 10 1. 70 0.20 RU/LG 11 .2 11 .8

+>-w
RU/CO8-18 21,000 12 2.10 1.35 11.8 12.2

13 1.50 0.10 SG/SA 10.4 12.0
14 1.70 2.10 LG/SG 7.5 12.3
15 1.90 4.50 RU/CO 8.1 12.3

8-22 21,600 16 2.20 1.30 RU/LG 9.7 11.2
17 2.00 1.00 RU/LG 11.1 11.3
18 1.80 1.40 LG/SA 11.0 11.3
19 2.00 1.80 RU/LG 9.3 11.3
20 1.30 2.20 RU/LG 9.8 11.2
21 0.90 2.00 RU/LG 11.4 11.3
22 1.20 3.10 RU/LG 11.3 11.3
23 1. 70 2.00 RU/CO 11.4 11.3

8-28 26,600 24 0.70 0.40 --- 9.5 10.7
25 1, 70 2.50 --- 9.4 10.7
26 0.90 0.80 --- 9.0 10.6
27 0.70 0.75 --- 8.7 10.6
28 0.60 1.20 --- 10.1 10.7
29 1. 10 0.10 --- 5.7 10.8

~ Discharge measured at USGS Gold Creek Station.
Substrate Code: SG = Small gravel, LG = large gravel, RU = rubble, Co = cobble, BO = boulder
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Table 8-11. Pink salmon spawning habitat utilization data collected at the mouth of Fourth of July Creek; August
17-28, 1983.

Mainstema Temperature (DC)
Observ. Depth Velocity

Substrateb Intra-
Date Q (cfs) # (ft) (ft/sec) Qravel Surface

8-17 22,700 01 1.80 0.35 lG/RU 11. 2 11.9
02 0.70 0.20 lG/RU 11.1 11.8

8-18 21,000 03 0.50 0.35 SG/lG 12.0 12.3
04 0.30 0.65 lG/RU 12.4 12.3
05 0.70 4.30 RU/lG 12.8 12.4

a Discharge measured at USGS Gold Creek station.

b Substrate Code: SG = small gravel, lG = large gravel, RU = rubble
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A scatter plot of water depths versus water velocities measured at

active chum salmon redds within the Fourth of July Creek tributary mouth

study area is presented in Fi gure 8-27. It can be inferred from the

scatter plot that velocities and depths measured at chum salmon redds

appear to be independently related within the range of hydraulic

conditions sampled. Velocity and depth frequency distributions of chum

spawner utilization data indicate that chum salmon most often select

redd sites in relatively slow (0.1-1.0 ft/sec), shallow (1.1 to 2.0

feet) water (Figure 8-28).

A scatter plot of intragravel versus surface water temperatures (Figure

8-29) suggests that chum salmon redds were generally located within

areas of groundwater upwelling. Virtually all intragravel temperatures

were less than corresponding surface temperatures as is typical of

of upwelling areas located within tr'ibutaries (see Chapter 3). These

data corroborate evidence indicating that chum salmon spawning in areas

of upwelling (see Chapter 7).

From the foregoing analysis, it appears that physical habitat conditions

(water depth, water velocity, and substrate) govern chum salmon redd

site selection within the Fourth of July Creek tributary mouth. This

observation also likely holds true for other non-studied tributary mouth

areas in the middle river reach.
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4.0 DISCUSSION

4.1 Tributary Mouth Chum Salmon Spawning Habitat

Fluctuations in Susitna River discharge affect the Lane Creek tributary

mouth area differently than they do the Fourth of July Creek tributary

mouth area. As mainstem discharge increases, the amount of available

habitat remains nearly constant at the Lane Creek study area, while at

the Fourth of July Creek study area available habitat increased

dramatically. The large reduction in the usable chum salmon spawning

habitat at the Lane Creek tributary mouth study area (from 49% to 22% of

the study area) between Susitna River discharges of 9,240 cfs and 13,700

cfs did not occur at the Fourth of July Creek study area. In fact, for

a similar range of mainstem discharges, the usable habitat at the Fourth

of July Creek study area almost doubled (from 33% to 60% of the study

area). Such differences in available and usable habitats between study

areas and the manner in which they respond to changes in mainstem

discharge can be best ascribed to basic differences in the nature of

each of the tributary!mainstem confluence areas.

Lane Creek empties into a mainstem channel of the Susitna River.

Mainstem channels are characterized by relatively high water velocities,

deep waters depths, and wi de channels (ADF&G 1983b). The confl uence

zone of this type of tributary mouth is usually open; that is, the

opposite river bank is located far beyond the influence of the tributary

on the mainstem. Water velocities and depths increase from shore

without reaching a maximum within the tributary mouth study area. The
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distribution of water velocities and depths within the study area is

therefore skewed toward deeper and faster waters. The generally steep

1atera1 gradi ent and the openness of the area accounts for the small

incremental increases observed in available habitat associated with

increases in mainstem discharge. As water velocities and depths

increase, the surface area of unusable salmon spawning habitat

increases, severely limiting and confining usable spawning habitat area.

In contrast to lane Creek, Fourth of Ju 1y Creek empti es into a side

channel of the Susitna River. The tributary mouth area associated with

this confluence reflects the influence of the adjoining side channel.

Side channels are characterized by relatively lower velocities,

shallower depths, and more constricted channels than adjacent mainstem

channels (ADF&G 1983b). The tributary mouth area is usually confined by

the narrower dimensions of the side channel. Study area water

velocities and depths increase from shore, reach a maximum, and decrease

as the opposite bank is approached, and are therefore skewed toward

shallower, slower waters. The relatively shallow nature of the side

channel accounts for the comparatively large increases in available and

usable habitats observed with corresponding increases in mainstem

discharge. Similar interactions between tributary mouths and receiving

waters can be expected to occur in side slough habitats of the middle

Susitna River. In this case, however, the boundaries of the tributary

mouth are difficult to detect due to imperceptible differences in water

clarity between the two bodies of water.
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The number of chum salmon utilization measurements (28 redds) collected

at the Fourth of July Cr~ek tributary mouth study area was insufficient

to determine whether chum salmon spawning in the tributary mouth areas

select different hydraulic conditions than chum salmon spawning in

sloughs or side channels. Fish were not observed spawning at the Lane

Creek site and thus no utilization data were collected at this site. At

the Fourth of July Creek tributary mouth area, chum salmon were observed

spawning in water depths which range from 0.6 to 2.3 feet. These depths

are within the range of depths (0.16-3.9 ft) reported for chum salmon

spawning in the sloughs and side channels of the Susitna River (0.3-2.9

ft) (ADF&G 1983a and Chapter 7) and as reported in a literature review

by Hale (1981).

Chum salmon redd velocities observed at the Fourth of July Creek

tributary mouth study area ranged from 0.1-4.5 ft/sec. All but one of

these 28 measured velocities (4.5 ft/sec) were within the combined

ranges of observed velocities of chum salmon spawning reported by Hale

(1981) in his literature review. The range of velocities observed at

the Fourth of July Creek tributary mouth study area also compares

favorably with the range of velocities utilized by spawning chum salmon

in sloughs and side channels in the middle river reach (0.0-4.5 ft/sec)

(ADF&G 1983a and Chapter 7) .

Predominant substrate types observed at chum salmon redds in the Fourth

of July Creek tributary mouth study area ranged from smal1 gravel to

cobble. This range is similar to the range of substrate types reported

for chum salmon spawning by Hale (1981) (sand to bedrock covered with

small boulders) and in sloughs and side channels (sand to cobble) of the
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Susitna River (ADF&G 1983a; Chapter 7). Substrate type appeared to have

negligible influence in determining the limits of usable chum salmon

spawning habitat at the Fourth of July tributary mouth study area.

Although limited t the collection of utilization data at the Fourth of

July Creek tributary mouth area serves an important function t since this

type of habitat is generally characterized by a wide range of hydraulic

conditions. Based on the limited data available t it appears that

physical habitat attributes t particularly water depth and velocitYt may

be the limiting factors for chum Salmon spawning in tributary mouth

areas.

4.2 Limitations of the Data

One drawback of this study is the limited precision of the hydraulic

data analyses. Computer simulation of tributary mouth areas was not

possible. For this reason t a less precise method of delineating

isopleths and digitizing areas between isopleths was devised. This

procedure is time consuming and likely subject to greater error than

computer simulation. With isopleth increments of l.Ot it is difficult

to accurately estimate the fractional area within an increment which may

be neces sa ry to defi ne subca tegori es of usab1e spawn i ng hab ita t area.

Smaller isopleth increments could be used, but the measurement error

associated with digitizing increases disproportionately as increment

size decreases.

A second limitation was lack of utilization data from tributary mouth

areas located outside of the clearwater plume. Visual observations of
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spawning salmon beyond the clearwater plume is hindered by high

turbi di ty associ ated wi th mai nstem water. For .thi s reason, del i neati on

of the utilized portion beyond the plume is impossible. If it could be

assumed that spawning chum salmon limit their utilization to areas

within the plume, usable habitat would basically be a function of plume

size.

The importance of the clearwater plume is also complicated by the

distribution of upwelling water within the plume area. Spawning chum

salmon have been associated with areas of upwelling groundwater (Kogl

1965, Francisco 1977, Wilson et al. 1981, ADF&G 1983b). It is likely

that tributary water flowing through the interstitial spaces of the

unconsolidated alluvium at the mouth of the Fourth of July Creek is a

stimulus for chum salmon spawning. Although the seeping water is

associated with the tributary, it may be less variable and provide a

more specific area to the spawners than the plume itself. During times

of low tributary discharge and limited clearwater plume surface area,

spawning may take place in turbid water areas downstream of the

tributary!mainstem confluence. Although the plume is absent in these

areas, spawning may be stimulated by the detection of the seeping waters

from within the gravels by the spawning chum salmon. Since seepage

probably occurs only on the same side of the channel as the tributary,

it follows that spawning would only occur there. Although not

defi nitive, surface water di sturbances caused by spawni ng salmon were

observed in the shallow waters of the clearwater plume but were not

noted in the shallow waters near the opposite bank. This may indicate
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that chum salmon spawning was restricted to the tributary side of the

channel.

A majority of the spawning areas observed at the Fourth of July Creek

tributary mouth area at a mainstem discharge of at least 21,000 cfs were

dewatered at 8,040 cfs discharge. At winter mainstem discharges which

approach 1,000 cfs (USGS 1975), additional spawning areas may also

become dewatered. Salmon embryos in these dewatered areas must rely on

upwelling or seeping intragravel waters to survive. If the embryos

freeze and die in these areas, the observed spawning may be incidental t

but if the embryos are viable, this type of habitat may be extremely

important to chum salmon spawning at the Fourth of July Creek tributary

mouth.

Finally, the actual tributary mouth study area boundaries affected the

description of habitat conditions within the total tributary mouth area

because the study area di d not i ncl ude the total mouth habitat at a11

sampled tributary/mainstem discharges. However, the tributary mouth

area studied was considered tQ be representative of the total mouth

habitat. This is especially true at the Lane Creek tributary mouth area

since the clearwater plume was contained within the width of the study

area at all mainstem/tributary discharges. Physical conditions varied

little along the of the Lane Creek clearwater plume. At the Fourth of

July Creek tributary mouth area, however, physical conditions changed

radically as mainstem discharge decreased. During the final sampling

session on October 8, Fourth of July Creek discharge was relatively high

(55 cfs), whereas discharge in the adjoining the side channel was
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extremely low (10-70 cfs). Under these circumstances, the clearwater

plume of the tributary extended along the entire side channel downstream

to its confluence with the mainstem. Because of the very low discharge

of the Susitna River during this time, large areas of river bed within

the tributary mouth study areas were exposed. The entire length of some

transects were dewatered because the watered side channel below the

tributary confluence migrated laterally in a downstream direction out of

the study area. (When the transects were estab1i shed at a ma i nstem

discharge of 24,000, the exposure of this large portion of riverbed was

not anti ci pated). Ouri ng these conditi ons, it appeared that the total

wetted surface area of the side channel, including portions within and

beyond the study areas, became usable chum salmon spawning habitat. For

this reason, the percentage of usable chum salmon spawning habitat in

the Fourth of July Creek study area would most likely increase if the

study area were enlarged. No similar appreciable increase in usable

chum salmon spawning habitat would occur at the Lane Creek study area if

the entire plume area were sampled.

Future investigations might consider usable chum salmon spawning habitat

within the tributary mouth habitats at sites where tributaries enter

side channels and slo~ghs. It would also be useful to collect

additional data to better characterize the response of tributary mouth

habitat at higher mainstem discharge levels. The trends evidenced by

the analysis performed in this study may not hold at higher discharges.

Available and usable chum salmon spawning habitat within tributary mouth.
areas may be influenced less by variations in tributary discharge than

by changes in mainstem Susitna River discharges at higher discharge

levels.
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5.0 GLOSSARY

Available Habitat - The wetted portion of the study area.

Clearwater Plume - The extension of the clearwater of a tributary into

the turbid mainstem at and below the confluence. due to the

different densities of the mainstem and tributary waters, these two

water bodies do not readily mix, causing a well-defined clearwater

extension of the tributary along the river bank below the actual

confluence. The size of the plume is a function of tributary flow

and mainstem discharge.

Digitizing - A plainmetric procedure used to determine surface area.

Discharge Water volume passing a fixed point per unit time;

specifically refers to mainstem habitat.

Flow - Water volume passing a fixed point per unit time. Refers to

slough, side channel, and tributary habitats.

IFG-2 model - A computer model based on theory used to simulate

hydraul ic conditions (depth and velocity) within a study site. The

model is calibrated using one set of hydraulic measurements. It is

also referred to as the WSP model.
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GLOSSARY (continued)

IFG-4 model - A computer model based on empirical data used to simulate

hydraulic conditions (depth and velocity) within a study site. The

model is calibrated using a minimum of two or preferably three or

more sets of hydraulic measurements.

Isopleth - A line connecting points on a map that have equal values with

regard to certain variables (depth, velocity, elevation, etc.)

Project Datum - the project datum refers to true mean sea level.

Usable Habitat - That portion of available habitat which provides the

hydraulic and substrate conditions deemed necessary to support

successful chum salmon spawning.

Utilization Data - Hydraulic and physical data collected at active

salmon redds. These include water depths, mean column water

velocity, substrate size, and surface and intragravel water

temperatures.
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